RIVER DOWNS - May 23, 2008 - Race 12
ALLOWANCE - For Thoroughbred Three Year Old and Upward (NW1 X)
One Mile On The Dirt  
Track Record: (Alladin Rib - 1:36.20 - August 8, 1988)
Purse: $7,700
Plus: $3,200 OTF - Ohio Thoroughbred Fund
Available Money: $10,900
Value of Race: $7,700 1st $4,620, 2nd $1,540, 3rd $770, 4th $385, 5th $231, 6th $77, 7th $77
Weather: Cloudy  Track: Fast

Off at: 4:57  Start: Good for all

Pgm Horse Name (Jockey)  Wgt M/E PP Start 1/4 1/2 3/4 Str Fin Odds Comments
1 Camp Commander (Ouzts, Perry) 120 L b 1 4 1 1Head 3 1Head 3Head 1 15.60 came again rail
3 Gold Appeal (Thorwarth, Otto) 116 L b 3 1 2Head 4 2Head 2Head 2Head 5.30 well off rail, gamely
2 Where's Michael (Bracho, Jorge) 124 L b 2 3 2 1/2 1Head 1Head 4 6.50 weakened, gamely
7 Play the Hero (Solomon, Nathan) 120 L bf 7 6 7 7 7 1 1/2 4 1 3.60 6w-early, rail gain
5 Magical Court (Felix, Julio) 120 L bf 5 2 43 5 43 1Head 53 1/2 0.60* 4-wide trip, faltered
6 Nebo (Paucar, Edgar) 120 L b 6 5 51 1/2 63 61 63 6 29.20 5-wide first turn
4 All About Sporty (Hernandez, Francisco) 120 - - 4 7 61/2 3 1/2 5 1/2 7 7 108.60 failed to threaten

Fractional Times: 24.40 49.20 1:13.60 1:28.00  Final Time: 1:42.40

Breeder: John Sullivan, Hargus Sexton & Sandra Sexton.  Winning Owner: Shelley Zimmerman

Total WPS Pool: $29,370

Pgm Horse  Win Place Show Wager Type Winning Numbers Payoff Pool
1 Camp Commander 33.20 15.00 6.40 $2.00 Pick 3 2-6-1 (3 correct) 1,796.40 1,159
3 Gold Appeal 5.80 3.20 $2.00 Exacta 1-3 180.60 27,859
2 Where's Michael 3.60 $2.00 Superfecta 1-3-2-7 3,733.40 15,415
$2.00 Trifecta 1-3-2 1,046.40 25,655

Trainers:  1 - Yaegel, Thomas; 3 - Feebeck, Thomas; 2 - Nocero, Carmino; 7 - Nemann, Kris; 5 - Moore, Dennis; 6 - Bourke, W.; 4 - Brown, Larry

Owners:  1 - Shelley Zimmerman; 3 - Wolking, Ryan, Feebeck, Kathi and Thomas H., et al; 2 - Michael J. Berling; 7 - Fred A. Nemann; 5 - Randy S. Linch; 6 - Dinner 6 and Bourke, W. John; 4 - Larry D. Brown;

Footnotes
CAMP COMMANDER had a rail trip throughout, vied for the lead for a half, shuffled back down the backstretch and came again under heavy pressure to prevail in a game effort. GOLD APPEAL forced the pace from the outset from well off the rail, raced for wide into the stretch, battled hard but was outfinished in the late stages. WHERE’S MICHAEL vied for the lead to deep stretch, held on gamely through the final furlong but was outfinished late. PLAY THE HERO raced six wide around the first turn, lagged back, went to the rail down the backstretch and was finishing up well from the rail in the final furlong. MAGICAL COURT raced four-five wide throughout, lost ground around the final turn, gained a short lead into the furlong grounds but faltered in the late going. NEBO raced five wide into the first turn, went evenly and lacked a late response. ALL ABOUT SPORTY failed to seriously threaten.
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